2004 nissan altima coil pack

For more information go to For the extremes of off-road racing and other extreme conditions,
MSD filled these metal canisters with epoxy resin to protect the primary and secondary coils
from impacts and vibration. They feature low resistan Their ignition products stand out in
performance, quality, and longevity as they offer an improved and innovative te Since ,
Standard Motor P We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Ignition Coil part. Recommended Use. See All. Product Fit. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Shop Nissan Altima Ignition Coil. Showing 1 - 15 of 37 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: WKP Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15
of 37 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Delphi In-cap Ignition Coil For
more than years in the automotive industry, Delphi provides efficient and effective solutions for
ignition systems with low cost. Aceon Ignition Coil - Sold individually Manufacturer Feb 11, The
shipping got delayed twice but they are the perfect fit and work like a charm. Ahisha Jones.
Purchased on Jan 30, Feb 08, Very good part and I will order again. Michael Watson. Purchased
on Dec 29, Jan 28, Purchased on Dec 25, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The
computer monitors the circuit between it and every ignition coil for faults. It will file a trouble
code depending on the cylinder that experienced a. What Is A Coil Pack? For the primary
resistance, the ohmmeter should be set to the How to Test a Coil Pack or Ignition Coil The
problem is, there are many issues besides a bad coil that can cause a misfire. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Testing the ignition coil on your
Nissan car or truck is a project that you can do at home and save yourself a large diagnostic
charge at the dealer. Though the coil produces electricity, testing it involves resistance of the
coil windings. You can check the resistance with a multi meter that allows you to test ohms or a
dedicate ohms meter. If you do not have a multi meter, you can purchase one in the electrical
department at many auto parts stores or home centers. Remove the negative battery cable from
the battery with a wrench or socket and ratchet. Isolate the cable to ensure it is not going to
contact the battery while you are working. Find the coil. The coil may be a cylinder or a square
block but it will always have a high-tension cable attached to it. This cable looks like spark plug
wire and runs to the center of the distributor cap. Disconnect the high-tension cable from the
coil by pulling it straight off the coil tower. Lay it aside and disconnect the wires attached on
either side of the coil tower. Use a wrench to loosen the nuts and remove them along with the
wires. If the coil has a plug-in connector instead of the studs, unplug the connector for the coil
after releasing any locking tab on the connector. Place one lead from the multi meter on the
negative post or terminal of the coil. Place the second lead on the positive post or terminal and
note the reading on the meter. This is the primary resistance of the coil and should be between.
Some cars may produce different readings so check with the dealer for values if you are not
sure. Move the lead from the positive terminal to the high-tension terminal while leaving the
other lead on the negative post or terminal. Note the reading on the meter. This is the secondary
resistance and should be between and ohms on most cars. Reconnect the connections to the
coil if the test indicates a properly functioning unit. If the coil shows values outside the ranges
listed, the coil needs further testing or replacing. After many years of working in auto parts and
service positions, Killian decided to move into journalism full-time. He has been published in
"1st Responder News" as well as in other trade magazines and newspapers in the last few
years. Step 1 Remove the negative battery cable from the battery with a wrench or socket and
ratchet. Step 2 Find the coil. Step 3 Disconnect the high-tension cable from the coil by pulling it
straight off the coil tower. Step 4 Place one lead from the multi meter on the negative post or
terminal of the coil. Step 5 Move the lead from the positive terminal to the high-tension terminal
while leaving the other lead on the negative post or terminal. References Testing a Coil. P is a
relatively common Nissan Altima trouble code. It stands for:. P is certainly a cause for concern,
and can be a threat to the drivability the Nissan Altima. The nice thing about it is that the P has
tracked the problem to a particular cylinder, which makes diagnosing the problems simpler than
P , which means that the cylinders are randomly misfiring. It will often be accompanied by
codes P -P These particular codes indicate that there is a misfire in one of the other cylinders as
well. Fixing P should be a high priority. Driving with a misfire can damage that catalytic
converter. Raw fuel is also passing through the cylinder into the exhaust. Mileage may suffer as
well when your Altima has P P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means that cylinder 2 is
misfiring and causing the code. There are quite a few things that can cause the P trouble code
to trigger the Nissan Altima. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code. They
are presented somewhat in order from most to least likely to be causing the code:. If you follow
the items listed above you should be able to fix the P Inspect and test the parts of the ignition
system around Cylinder 2 to determine whether or not you need to replace the coil packs, plugs,

or wires. You can always reset the trouble codes and swap the coil pack, wire, and plug from
Cylinder 2 to another. Go ahead and replace them or have them tested. After that you would
want to test the fuel injection system. P is cause for concern and left unfixed can leave you
stranded or make the vehicle virtually underivable. Fixing the problem causing the code to fire
can save you time and money and keep your Nissan Altima from breaking down. Quick action
may also save your catalytic converter from going bad. Nissan Altima P Definition P is a
cylinder specific misfire code, which means that cylinder 2 is misfiring and causing the code.
The vehicle itself may begin to run rough. It depends on how serious the misfire is. The vehicle
may produce excess vibration, especially at lower RPM. Fuel mileage may suffer. You may smell
raw gas coming from the tail pipe. The vehicle may backfire. Take a look at the electrodes and
see if they are in good shape. Most vehicles now come with iridium plugs that need changed
very infrequently. That being said, the plugs are a great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On
most modern engines, the plug wires are not nearly as long as they once were, but they can still
go bad. Coil Packs â€” Coil packs rarely go bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause P in
your Nissan Altima. Replacing a set can be very expensive. This is definitely not the place to
start. Popular Mechanics : How to find a vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is
very unlikely, but it does happen. Low Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent
valve, cracked head, etc.. You should also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a
Serious Concern? Testing and troubleshooting the ignition coils on your Nissan Altima or
Sentra is not hard! This article will take you through the whole testing process step by step.
Every step is explained in plain english and with photos to guide you every step of the way. To
find out if this info applies to your Altima or Sentra, check out the list of Nissan Altima and
Sentra years at the bottom of this page. Beside the check engine light annoying you, your
Altima or Sentra may also experience one or several of the following symptoms:. To test the
Coil-On-Plug COP ignition coils you don't need an automotive diagnostic scan tool commonly
known as a scanner or scan tool. You do need a few basic tools and these tools won't break the
bank. Which means that each ignition coil has a transistor inside that plays the role of an
ignition control module ICM. Below are the circuit descriptions of each wire circuit :. You don't
have to worry about the color of the wires as long as you're able to identify the circuit using the
photos in each test step. Some of them have to be performed with the engine cranking, so you
still have to be on your toes and remain alert. Use common sense and take all necessary safety
precautions. Here are some more suggestions:. Front Oxygen Sensor Heater Tests 2. Fuel
Pump Circuit Diagram 2. Blower Motor Circuit Diagram 2. All Tutorials: Nissan 2. This material
may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a
small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website.
Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to
help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4. Symptoms Of A Bad
Ignition Coil Beside the check engine light annoying you, your Altima or Sentra may also
experience one or several of the following symptoms: Misfire codes that light up the check
engine light CEL on your instrument cluster. Smell of unburned gasoline coming out of the
tailpipe. Rotten egg smell coming out of the tailpipe. This is due to the unburned gasoline from
the misfiring cylinder over loading the catalytic converter. Really bad gas mileage. Lack of
power as you accelerate the vehicle down the road. What Tools Do I Need? Don't use a regular
spark plug instead of a spark tester. Battery jump start cables. A digital multimeter. A helper.
You'll need someone to help you crank the engine while you perform the tests in the engine
compartment. A repair manual. For whatever remove and replace info you'll need that is not
covered by this article. Below are the circuit descriptions of each wire circuit : Circuit labeled 1 :
Power 12 V Circuit. Circuit labeled 2 : Ground Circuit. Circuit labeled 3 : Triggering Signal
Circuit. Applies To:. Nissan Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the
site! Hate Spam. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Also review
the notes section in the compatibility chart for additional specifications about this part. An
ignition coil is essentially a wire-based transformer. The simplest ones are made out of 2 coils
of wire around an iron core. When the magnetic field gets cut off, it creates an electrical current
between the inner and outer coils. This bumps the 12 volts from the battery into 50, volts. For
example, if your engine starts misfiring, losing power, or idling roughly, that can be the sign of a
bad spark plug,. But those signs could also point to a faulty ignition coil. A check engine light
can also point to either, as can difficulty starting the engine. Later , though, replaced the
distributor with a coil pack and multiple coils. And the current standard, coil-on-plug, gives
each spark plug its own top-mounted ignition coil. Be aware of the following issues. Stalling
and Misfiring. When the ignition coil is failing or experiencing problems, it often leads to pistons
misfiring or simply not firing at all, as the charge is not delivered to ignite the petrol. In the
worst case scenario this can lead to the car shutting down altogether, and stalling when you put

your foot down on the gas. If your car has only one ignition coil, then it may prevent the car
from starting. If the battery is properly charged and all you seem to get when you try to turn the
key or hit the button is a clicking sound, then you could be looking at a problematic ignition
coil. If the spark plugs are not receiving the charge they need â€” then the engine will fail to fire
up properly. Less Miles to the Gallon. If your engine is not burning fuel properly, the engine will
need more fuel to do the same amount of work, leading to decreased fuel efficiency.
Additionally, when your ignition coil malfunctions, it can also create disparities in the oxygen
sensor, sending the engine more fuel than is actually required. Check Engine Light Illuminated
on the Dash. In such a situation, you have a couple of choices. Codes P to P indicate a
misfiring, which could be the result of an ignition coil problem, whilst codes P to P are reserved
on all systems to indicate ignition coil issues. As we mentioned with the fuel economy problem,
a faulty ignition coil will often lead to unspent fuel entering into the exhaust system. Whether or
not this is caused by an ignition coil problem, you should always get the issue investigated. Oil
Leak. The huge amounts of current and charge being transformed inside the ignition coil lead to
heat dissipation. When the part is functioning normally, the oil usually helps get rid of this
thermal energy. Bad Spark Plugs. If you find that your spark plugs are faulty or worn out, then
they can often draw more charge than is normally expected from the engine. This can often put
too much strain on the ignition coil, damaging it over time. Take the following precautions to
keep your coil working properly and effectively:. We only accept payment through PayPal. All of
our brand new items come with a Days money-back guarantee. Any question, please contact us
by email on working days. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed.
Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse
over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the
page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Advanced thermoplastic coil
connector ensures proper connection and resists fractures caused by heat and thermal cycling.
High-impact housing material ensures superior bond to epoxy for longer life in all operating
conditions. High quality Primary and Secondary copper wire ensure high-voltage availability for
peak performance while reinforced bobbins prevent voltage flashover for extended service life.
Copper wires using higher insulation grade ensure heat resistance and prevent high voltage
breakdown. Isuzu Rodeo S 3. Less Miles to the Gallon If your engine is not burning fuel
properly, the engine will need more fuel to do the same amount of work, leading to decreased
fuel efficiency. Backfiring As we mentioned with the fuel economy problem, a faulty ignition coil
will often lead to unspent fuel entering into the exhaust system. Oil Leak The huge amounts of
current and charge being transformed inside the ignition coil lead to heat dissipation. Bad
Spark Plugs If you find that your spark plugs are faulty or worn out, then they can often draw
more charge than is normally expected from the engine. Keep the plugs in good order to
prevent this from happening. These can often give an early sign of problems as they will appear
toasted if there has been a current drain problem. USD All rights reserved. Shipping and
handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact th
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e seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 20 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. Best Sales Newly Listed.

